Takeaways too great;
NO true job guarantee. VOTE NO!
Force Boeing to answer your questions. There is too much at stake and too many unknowns so JUST VOTE
NO!

Takeaways go on and on...

• Work placement on current jobs in LOU 42 (737MAX, P8, tanker, existing wide bodies and supplier warranty work EXPIRES in 2016 if this is approved. WHY???)
• Pension frozen in 2016 (then our pension will fund the supplemental executive plan). Once frozen it can
also be terminated and sold as an annuity and you may NEVER COLLECT your benefits.
• New pension savings plan has the same volatility as the VIP -- you take on the risks. The new proposed

retirement savings plan has no details...What access will you have to it? What are the investment
options and fees charged? No one knows...VOTE NO!

• Medical costs will more than double from where they are today (and wage growth slows even more). All medical plans at 90 percent, any major medical (hospitalization) will cost you thousands each year and each time.
• Another tragic consequence: Agreeing to this allows Boeing to reduce benefits without negotiations in the
future. This is designed to keep Boeing from paying a potential excise tax under the Affordable Care Act.
It is currently illegal under ACA to pass that tax from the employer to worker so this would give Boeing the
ability to lower our benefits without negotiations to keep them from paying the excise tax.
• Hire in rates will remain the same through 2024 (only one increase since 1992 - that will be 32 years).
Since our state’s minimum wage has a COLA escalation - the lower labor grades hire in rates will be
passed up by the state minimum wage.
• Retiree medical could be eliminated based on Boeing’s language once the pension plan is frozen (eligibility requires that you receive a benefit from BCERP).
• Slowed income growth. While Boeing has profits soaring in the billions, your wage growth will slow to 1%
in years 2016, 2018, 2020 and 2023. At the same time your wage growth stagnates, you will be asked to
increase your out-of-pocket monthly premiums 10% each year.
• Condeming future hires to endless progression. If ratified, new hires will be in progression for most of their
career (minimum of 20 years) and may never reach maximum pay before retirement.

The Carrots...

• $10,000 cash signing bonus, which is far less than what your giving up
• Retirement at age 58 with no penalty, at $95 for each year of service (all benefits frozen for everyone in 2016.
BCERP can be merged with underfunded executive plan so executives will still reap a huge pension benefit
OR it can be sold as an annuity to the likes of AIG and you may never collect it);
• 75¢ VIP match up to 8% of your wage effective 11/1/16 (right now it’s 50¢ for us; 75¢ already for other payrolls);
• Sketchy language to build wings and final assembly for 777X here (HOWEVER, current LOU commitment on
work placement for 737MAX, P8, tanker and other Everett wide bodies EXPIRES in 2016. Why does it expire?)
• GWI - 1% in 2016, 1% in 2018, 1% in 2020, 1% in 2023 (yes folks 4% over 8 years).
• AMPP - in 2017 Boeing will increase from 0-4% to 0-6%. Boeing still controls the numbers and can make
it pay ZERO. NOTHING GUARANTEED!

Too many takeaways and
NO answers = VOTE NO

